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Another Saturday, another set of drops that you can cop now.

Air Jordan 5 Retro &lsquo;Cement' 2017  : Men’s |

The classic Air Jordan 5 style comes with a classic colorway, with cement print
taking over.

The colorway takes inspiration from the Jordan 4 ‘Cement’ with the gray midsole
with black speckling originating from that style. Black and red touches contrast the
white leather throughout the silhouette.

Quality is said to be fairly good on this pair, with a supple leather that may come
with extra tumbling, depending on the pair.

Check above to find the Air Jordan 5 ‘Cement’ in men’s  sizes, with the men’s
retailing for $95.

Air Jordan 5 Retro ‘Deadly Pink’:Women's|

The AJ 5 is also dropping in a girl-friendly colorway, with a black nubuck upper and
small touches of ‘Deadly Pink’ to draw the eyes. An interesting touch on this shoe
is the imprinted, horizontal lines on the tongue.

You can pick up the  Air Jordan 5 &lsquo;Deadly Pink&rsquo;&nbsp; up for $90, with
smaller kid’s sizes available for less.
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http://www.kd10sale.com/hotsale/new-air-jordan-5-white-cement-whiteuniversity-red-black-metallic-silver/
http://www.kd10sale.com/hotsale/2017-air-jordan-5-gs-blackdeadly-pink-white-for-sale/
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Nike PG 1 ‘Checkmate’:Men's|

The popular PG 1 is back with another simple colorway, this time in black and white.
The colorway is likely based off of chess, with the strategic game featuring white
and black pieces.

You can pick up the Nike PG 1′ Checkmate’ for $83 in men’s sizes, with full family
sizes available as well.

Nike Kyrie 3 ‘Blackout’: Men’s |

If you thought the PG 1 was popular, you may not know that the Kyrie 3 is the
top-selling basketball shoe out right now.

Kyrie Irving’s third signature has dropped in a (mostly) all-black colorway, with a
little bit of white infused into the outsole in a camouflage look.

This Kyrie 3 can be found for $88 in men’s sizes, with family sizes available as
well.

Nike Flight Bonafide ‘Military Blue’: Men’s

Another updated version of a classic model, the  Nike Flight Bonafide  has dropped in
‘Military Blue’ at Eastbay.

The shoe takes the eye-catching tooling from the Zoom Flight 95 that was famously
worn by the likes of stars like Jason Kidd. The updated part of the shoe is the
Flyknit upper, which reduces weight and gives an aesthetic update with more popular
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http://www.hoopjordan.com/product-tag/cheap-nike-zoom-flight-bonafide/
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shoes from the swoosh featuring such an upper.

Nike Flight Bonafide ‘Military Blue’ can be had for $95. go to our Store: KD10sale.
com
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http://www.kd10sale.com/
http://www.kd10sale.com/

